
“SHOULD I TELL THEM OUR SECRET?”

Geoff Dodd

Geoff Dodd here and I want to share something exciting with you. I first 
discovered the superpower of what I've called 'focus miraculous,' and I 
started a Facebook page about that. You're very welcome to join me 
there, at Focus On A Success Mindset.

This is something stronger. It grows out of a 'success mindset' into this:
'I attract money. My mind is a magnet for money.' 

So, you start seeing opportunities everywhere! It's like you're One with 
The Universe and it's guiding you in the right direction. Of course, it's 
actually just a better alignment with your own subconscious mind.

Here's a validation of what I'm talking about. It's from Eugene Schwartz,
one of the truly great copwriters of last Century:



 

Eugene Schwartz has given the World a lot of quotes. Here's a good one:
“The arts not only imbue our sense of sight, balance, movement, touch, 
and hearing, they also lift our logical minds.” -Eugene Schwartz

DESIRE already exists in the market. Desire, dreams, fears, hopes and 
wishes are the stuff we talk to in our advertising online: 

“A copywriter needs to understand that he cannot create a desire for a 
product. All he can do is take the hopes, dreams, fears, and wishes that 
already exist in the hearts of millions of people and focus them on the 
product itself.” -Eugene Schwartz 



This Gets You a TON of money! You wanna DO something?!

Imagine what it'd be like if you were thrust into the future, and given a 
glimpse of what's next. Imagine you had to quicken. Gather more energy
and start to listen to the insiders. Prepare and plan for your next step in 
the evolution of The Internet. Here it is ...

learn more about business ideas and
opportunities in The Metaverse here

https://youtu.be/SlWnBBmXKqQ

